E-104  E-104-1
TERMINAL  LEAD WIRE:  DESCRIPTION:
G = GND (GRN)  EARTH GROUND
A = A (BRN)  "ANNUNCIATOR" NEG. OUT
E = E (GRY)  EXTRA (EXTRA "A")
- = F- (BLK)  NEGATIVE INPUT
L = L (ORG)  LOOPING INPUT
RL = RL (WHT)  RED LIGHT (ISOLATED FROM "A")
+ = + (RED)  24 VDC POSITIVE

WHEN REPLACING E-104 WITH E-104-1, USE THIS DRAWING TO MATCH THE OLD SCREW TERMINALS TO THE WIRE LEADS ON THE E-104-1

NOTE:
Individually cap each non-used lead with a wire nut.
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